AT&T Government Solutions is critically focused on delivering telecommunications and converged IT solutions to federal agencies. We have invested millions in creating an advanced government-specific OSS infrastructure, along with the AT&T MPLS-based global network that provides built-in security, scalability, and performance. With 3,000 dedicated professionals in the Washington, D.C. area, coupled with the innovative minds of AT&T Labs, no one is more experienced at deploying and managing complex network communications solutions for government. With 85% of our total staff having government-sponsored accesses and clearances, we’re ready to deliver your world. To learn more, go to att.com/gov/NETWORX
The AT&T Networx Team

Northrop Grumman | EDS | Cingular* | SRA | GTSI | Global Crossing | Bechtel

When you’re ready to transition, the AT&T Networx team can be your flexible, long-term partner. We have a deep-rooted history of serving federal agencies with standard and customized life-cycle solutions that support mission goals.

The AT&T Advantage

• Transition Excellence – The AT&T National Project Management organization has in-depth experience transitioning thousands of complex networks for large customers
• Transition Center of Excellence – Local dedicated site and certified experts provide tools, resources and life-cycle support for government-specific programs
• Security Solutions – More than 1,400 world-class security experts and support professionals. Defense-in-Depth portfolio provides security at every layer from network to application
• Disaster Recovery & COOP Solutions – Telework Solutions and Business Continuity Services for civilian and defense agencies
• Reach of MPLS Network – 151,000 MPLS customer ports in 137 countries and 34 Internet Data Centers
• Global and National Coverage – Ubiquitous communications services and IT solutions in major U.S. metro areas and more than 240 countries. We are where agencies are
• Continual Investment – in our people, government-specific OSS infrastructure and processes enhance our customers’ experience
• Powerful Global IP Network – provides reliability and security along with flexible transport

Dedicated to the Federal Government

• 4,000 professionals are dedicated to government programs. 85% hold government-sponsored accesses and clearances. 75% are based in the Washington D.C. area
• Transition Center of Excellence provides expertise, tools and scalability
• Growing list of on-net government buildings, military bases, research centers & specialized sites

Networking for Your Benefit

• Dedicated and secured facilities around the world provide continuity of operations for civilian and defense agencies
• Deployed technologies such as IP, MPLS enhance network infrastructure and reduce communications costs in various civilian and defense agencies

• Local network infrastructure includes thousands of metro fiber route miles & connectivity to thousands of on-net buildings nationwide
• Building out fiber network in major metro markets in the Northeast, including Washington, D.C., to better serve government and large enterprise customers

Why the AT&T Networx Team?

• Professionals have security clearances and required certifications
• Proven Technologies – and innovation from AT&T Labs and partners
• Broad Portfolio – of products, services and contract vehicles

We’ve assembled a solid team of large, medium and small partners, many from our award-winning, small business program. Our integrated portfolio of offerings includes:

- Communications Solutions
- Custom Design, and IT Solutions & Engineering
- Management and Application Services
- Voice and Data Wireless Services
- Systems Design
- Strategic Consulting
- Hardware & Software Procurement
- Asset Management
- High Bandwidth Services
- Engineering, Construction and Project Management
- And More

We’re here for you now, in the future, whenever you’re ready to transition.